The plant and control optimization problems are coupled in the sense that solving them sequentially does not guarantee system optimality. This paper extends previous studies of this coupling by relaxing their assumption of full state measurement availability. An original derivation of first-order necessary conditions for plant, observer, controller, and combined optimality furnishes coupling terms quantifying the underlying trilateral coupling. Special scenarios where the problems decouple are pinpointed, and a nested optimization strategy that guarantees system optimality is adopted otherwise. Applying these results to combined passive/active car suspension optimization produces a suspension design outperforming its passive, active, and sequentially optimized passive/active counterparts. 
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INTRODUCTION
Controlled system design problems are traditionally simplified by partitioning them into smaller and more tractable plant and control optimization subproblems that are then solved sequentially. Research on flexible air and space structures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , flexible robot manipulators [16] , and other mechatronics [17] [18] [19] [20] has unveiled a coupling between the plant and control optimization subproblems that prevents their sequential solution from guaranteeing system optimality. Generalizing from these demonstrations, the present authors: i-quantified this coupling by comparing plant, controller, and system optimality conditions [21] , ii-classified the strategies proposed in the literature for mitigating this coupling into sequential, iterative, nested, and simultaneous ones [21] , iii-showed that unlike sequential and iterative strategies, nested ones guarantee system optimality [21] , and, iv-applied nested optimization to combined passive/active vibration attenuation for car suspensions and elevators [22, 23] .
This literature primarily assumed full state measurement and feedback. A rigorous study of the coupling between plant and control optimization that incorporates observers, which are typically necessitated by state measurement inavailability and sensor noise, is lacking. This paper addresses this problem by affording the following original contributions to the literature: i-the first quantification of the trilateral coupling between plant, observer, and controller optimization using first-order necessary conditions for optimality (Section 4), ii-a nested optimization strategy that guarantees combined plant, observer and controller optimality (Section 3), and, iii -the application this strategy to a combined passive/active car suspension (Section 5).
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Fathy et al. [23] demonstrated the coupling between plant and controller optimization using the car suspension model:. In this model,  and  are the sprung and unsprung   masses,  is the tire stiffness, tire damping is neglected,   and  are the passive suspension stiffness and damping coefficient,  is the active control force and  ,  and are the vertical displacements of the sprung mass, the unsprung mass and the road, respectively. Assuming a ground disturbance velocity signal colored by a first-order low-pass filter with cutoff frequency , Fathy et al. [23] solved the combined passive/ active suspension optimization problem, subject to: , ,
where the optimization objective was a sum of the mean square (ms) sprung mass acceleration (a passenger discomfort measure), ms tire deflection (wheel hop), ms suspension stroke (rattle space) and ms control input, weighted by constants , , , and , respectively. Optimization variables comprised the passive stiffness and damping coefficient for the plant and the full state feedback gain vector for the controller. The resulting optimal suspension design was neither purely passive nor purely active nor a sequentially optimized mix of both, but rather a system-optimal mix of both determined by nested optimization. This problem assumes direct full state feedback, but a typical suspension sensor package measures either the stroke, , or sprung mass acceleration, , or both, with superimposed sensor noise [24] . State estimation is hence needed to estimate unmeasured states (e.g., ground disturbance velocity, ) and filter the sensor noise. This paper formulates and solves the resulting combined plant/observer/controller optimization problem and quantifies, for the first time, its underlying trilateral coupling. This trilateral coupling is first introduced using set theory (Section 3), then quantified using an original derivation of first-order necessary conditions for combined plant, observer, and controller optimality (Section 4), and finally exemplified using a simple combined passive/active car suspension optimization example (Section 5). 
SEQUENTIAL AND NESTED OPTIMIZATION
We introduce the aforementioned coupling using the generic system optimization problem: ,
where , , and denote the system optimization variables, feasible set, and objective function, respectively. By partitioning the vector of system variables into subvectors of plant design variables ( ) and observer/controller design variables ( ), ,
one can define the sets , , , and of feasible plants for a given observer/controller pair, feasible observer/ controller pairs for a given plant, feasible plants, and feasible observer/controller pairs, respectively, as follows (Fig. 2) .
.
Figure 2: Basic Definitions
Given these definitions, one can partition the system optimization problem into a plant optimization problem, ,
and an observer/controller optimization problem, .
Solving these two problems sequentially for some initial observer/controller guess simplifies the system optimization problem by partitioning it along interdisciplinary boundaries into smaller and hence more tractable optimization subproblems. This simplification entails implicitly weighing plant optimization infinitely more than observer/controller optimization and hence fails to guarantee system-level optimality, except when the initial controller guess fortuitously corresponds to the optimal system design [21] . The plant and observer (and controller) optimization problems are hence coupled in the sense that solving them sequentially does not guarantee system optimality. We now present an optimization strategy that mitigates such coupling and guarantees system optimality. The nested optimization strategy utilizes two nested loops (hence the name): an outer loop that optimizes the plant design and an inner one that finds the optimal observer/controller pair for every plant designed by the outer loop. Defined mathematically as follows,
Inner (observer/controller) loop:
, ( 1 1 ) nested optimization guarantees system optimality, as shown in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Nested Optimization):
Let , the set of system optima, be the set of solutions to Eq. (2). Furthermore, let , the set of nested optima, be the set of solutions to the nested optimization problem defined in Eqs. (10) and (11), given the definitions of the sets , and above. Then .
The proof follows directly from the definition of a minimum.
THE COUPLING BETWEEN THE PLANT, OBSERVER AND CONTROLLER OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
The choice between sequential and nested optimization depends on the magnitude of the given problem's coupling. When the coupling is strong, guaranteed system optimality makes nested optimization quite attractive, but when the coupling is weak, the computationally cheaper sequential strategy is more expeditious. Previous work quantified the coupling between the plant and controller optimization problems assuming full state measurement availability [21] . This paper relaxes this assumption and quantifies the trilateral coupling between the plant, observer, and controller optimization problems for the first time. The derivation is based on the generic combined plant/ observer/controller optimization problem:
, where the plant is assumed linear and time-invariant. In this problem, the plant design dictates the state, input, output, and disturbance matrices , , , and , respectively. State, input, and output trajectories (denoted by , , , respectively) are afflicted by zero-mean, uncorrelated, white, and Gaussian random disturbance and noise signals, and ,
with autocovariances and , respectively. An observer is used to compute state estimates from output measurements, and a feedback gain matrix is used to generate control inputs from these estimates. Following Kalman and Bucy's seminal work, the observer design is described by a non-clairvoyant mapping between the measurement and estimation Hilbert spaces [25] . This is a more general formulation that, for the present linear and time-invariant plant, is equivalent to assuming a more traditional linear and time-invariant observer gain matrix [25] . Optimization is performed over the plant, observer, and controller design variables , , and , respectively. A weighted sum of a generic plant objective and a standard stochastic quadratic objective is used as the system objective. Finally, the plant design is constrained by equality and inequality constraints and reflecting the fact that a plant cannot be arbitrarily optimized for observation and control, but must satisfy additional design constraints from other disciplines. Applying nested optimization, Eqs. (10) (11) , to this system optimization problem gives: Outer (plant) optimization loop: subject to:
, , output of inner loop.
Inner (observer/controller) optimization loop:
. The inner loop of this nested problem (Eq. (14)) is a standard linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control problem [27] . Hence, the nested loops in Eqs. (13) (14) collapse to: subject to:
, . Thus, by capitalizing on standard results from optimal estimation and control theory (namely, LQG), the nested has successfully reduced a hybrid static/variational system optimization problem, Eq. (12), into a purely static optimization problem, Eq. (15), while still guaranteeing system optimality. To simplify the system optimization problem in Eq. (12) further, one can partition it into a plant optimization subproblem, subject to: , ,
and an observer/controller optimization subproblem, subject to:
Using the certainty equivalence principle [27] the observer/controller optimization subproblem can be partitioned without further loss of optimality into an observer optimization (specifically, Kalman filtering) subproblem [25] ,
, , and a controller optimization (specifically, linear quadratic regulation, LQR) subproblem [27] , subject to:
Solving the plant, observer, and controller optimization problems in Eqs. (16, 18, 19) sequentially simplifies system optimization by partitioning it along interdisciplinary boundaries into tractable and well-understood design, estimation, and control optimization problems. Since it solves each of these three optimization subproblems only once, sequential optimization is computationally cheaper than nested optimization. When the coupling between the plant and observer/controller optimization problems is weak, this reduced computational cost is desirable. To quantify the strength or weakness of the coupling, recall that, assuming regularity, an optimal plant must satisfy the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [26] , , ,
an optimal observer must satisfy the Wiener-Hopf equation [25] :
, (21) and optimal control must satisfy the Pontryagin principle [27] ,
, , .
Optimizing a plant, its observer, and its controller sequentially produces a system satisfying these three sets of first-order necessary conditions for optimality. For the resulting system to be truly optimal, it must satisfy first-order necessary conditions for system optimality, which can be shown to consist of the WeinerHopf equation, Pontryagin conditions, plus system optimality KKT conditions differing from the plant optimality KKT conditions by a coupling term , as shown below. , ,
This coupling term has several important interpretations: 1. It is a measures the sensitivity of optimal closed-loop performance with respect to the underlying plant. 2. It quantifies the coupling between the plant, observer, and controller optimization problems (the larger the coupling term, the more coupled the problems). 3. It quantifies ease of observation and control. A large coupling term implies that the given plant can be modified to signficantly improve closed-loop performance and is, hence, not easy to observe and control. 4. It can be used to classify the scenarios where the plant and observer/controller optimization problems decouple [21] . For combined plant/controller optimization assuming full state measurement, the coupling term is given by [21] :
( 2 4 ) Furthermore, for combined plant/observer optimizationassuming open-loop control, the coupling term is given by:
. ( 2 5 ) Finally, for the combined plant/observer/controller optimization problem in Eq. (12), the coupling term is given by:
These three terms quantify a plant's ease of observation, ease of control, and ease of observation and control, respectively.
SUSPENSION OPTIMIZATION EXAMPLE
To demonstrate the coupling, this section optimizes a combined passive/active car suspension for ease of control, ease of observation, and ease of observation and control using the nested strategy, quantifies the coupling for these three problems, and draws some conclusions from the optimization results.
The combined suspension plant/controller optimization problem in Eq. (1) , the filter cutoff frequency , and three different sensor configurations (namely, measurement of suspension stroke only, measurement of sprung mass acceleration only, and measurement of both). Unity disturbance signal variance was assumed, and optimization was carried out for different values of the sensor noise variance (in the case where both the stroke and sprung mass acceleration are measured, the sensor noise covariance matrix was assumed to equal V , where is the identity matrix, and optimization was carried out for different values of V). subject to: ,
The results are depicted in Figure 3 , which shows the percent improvement in performance that nested plant/observer/controller optimization gives over sequential optimization for the three different sensor configurations (two of the three curves are identical) and the various values of the sensor noise variance V.
Figure 3: Percent Gain in Performance vs. Sensor Error
Two interesting results can be seen from Figure 3 . First, for any of the three selected sensor configurations, increasing the sensor error decreases the percent difference in performance between the sequentially optimized and system-optimal suspension designs. This result can be explained as follows. As the sensor measurements become noisier, feedback control becomes less effective for disturbance rejection. Hence, the system performance becomes more dependent on the passive suspension design, and passive suspension optimization becomes more solely instrumental for optimizing the overall system performance, which decouples the plant and observer/controller optimization problems.
The second interesting result is that the percent improvement attainable using nested optimization, for extremely small sensor errors, is larger than the percent improvements obtained for the suspension plant/controller optimization problem in Eq. (1). For instance, using only a stroke sensor afflicted by white measurement noise whose standard deviation is only 1x10 -5 m 2 , the system-optimal suspension design's performance is superior to that of the sequentially optimized suspension design by 2.71%, as opposed to the 2.35% improvement attained when system optimization is used instead of sequential optimization for the combined suspension plant/controller optimization problem in Eq.
(1). Furthermore, the plant/observer/controller coupling term obtained when solving Eq. (3) using nested optimization is 12.6% larger in magnitude than the coupling term obtained when solving the combined plant/controller optimization problem in Eq. (1) using nested optimization for the same parameter values. In other words, the combined passive/active suspension optimization problem studied in this paper can exhibit a stronger coupling between its passive and active subsystem optimization problems when LQG control is used for the active subsystem instead of LQR control. This result can be explained as follows. Unlike LQG control, LQR control is guaranteed to be remarkably robust [27] , in the sense that the closed-loop sensitivity of its performance to the underlying plant design is not very large. Therefore, the coupling between the plant and controller optimization problems for LQR-controlled systems, measured by a coupling term that reflects (among other factors) the systems' closed-loop performance sensitivity to the underlying plant, tends to be rather small. On the other hand, for LQG-controlled systems, these guaranteed robustness properties and their influence on the coupling term cease to exist. In sumamry, there is an interesting connection between a system's robustness and the coupling between the problems of optimizing its passive and active constituents, and this link will be pursued in more depth in future research.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Research in several application areas has unveiled a coupling between the plant and control optimization problems. Due to this coupling, optimizing a system's plant and control sequentially does not guarantee system optimality. Recent work has quanti- 
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Accel./ both fied this coupling and constructed nested plant/control optimization strategies guaranteed to mitigate it and find system optima. This research mostly assumes full state measurement. This paper presents, for the first time, a study of the coupling between plant and control optimization that incorporates observers, which are necessitated in practice by limited and noisy sensor measurements. The trilateral coupling between the plant, observer, and controller optimization problems is quantified in terms of coupling terms derived from a comparison of first-order necessary conditions for optimality. These coupling terms measure a plant's ease of observation and control and provide numerical means for deciding whether to utilize nested or sequential plant/observer/controller optimization. The results are demonstrated using a simple combined passive/active car suspension case study. From the case study's results, we conjecture the existence of a connection between a plant's robustness and the coupling between the optimization of its plant, observation, and control. Future work will address this conjecture in depth.
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